CRN 72m M/Y “Azteca ”
Design NL 124
DESIGNER’S COMMENT

Some years ago we designed three yachts for CRN; the three 46 m.
“MAGNIFICA”.
We were then very happy when one of their owners asked to CRN to build a 72
m. designed by Nuvolari - Lenard.
The main feature of this 72 m, is the real luxury level that this design achieves.
The luxury is not represented by exotic or futuristic exterior design or lavish
interior decoration; by contrary it is featured by the absence of excess, wich is
the real luxury of today.
Luxury is to be brave enough to give up the skylounge enclosed area on top
deck, gaining an immense fly bridge Mediterranean style and a sleeker and
lower profile of the yacht.
Luxury is the sleek , simple, “tight” exterior superstructure, typical of the real
good Italian Design, painted in the simplest and most noble colour scheme, in
lieu of elaborated shapes and colourful metallic colour palette, so common
today.
In other words a yacht a little snob.
The 72 m. is a yacht wich has been designed keeping in mind the importance
of outdoor social life and watersports.
Each area of the yacht has infact a feature wich connect it to the sea.
The large aft platform opens to a well equipped “beach club”, a relax area
sheltered by sun, connected to the aft deck through symmetrical stairs and to
the tender garage via a door.
Main aft deck and upper aft deck are traditional and formal places of
entertainment, but the main outdoor life will take place in the huge sundeck: an
informal area, furnished with hyper-comfortable sofas and beds, where guests
will relax, dine, watch movies part under the sun, part in the shadow.
Also the owner stateroom has an opening terrace on starboard of the yacht,
for private access to open air.
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The layout is classic for a yacht of such size, only the galley find place
unusually on main deck: by express choice of the owner, who likes “la bonne
cuisine” and wants both entertain a lot of guests, both walk in galley to see chef
at work.
Interior design, performed by Arch. Valentina Zannier, Nuvolari - Lenard
interior designer and junior partner, is classic enough with some modern shapes
and modern pieces of loose furniture, in order to result as much relaxing
possible but still formal: a typical neoclassic revisited.

Carlo Nuvolari
Dan Lenard
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